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This book presents a coherent approach to computer system design that encompasses many, if not most, of the design problems and
solutions options. Covers not only the basic "tricks" and techniques, but also the relationships between software and hardware levels of
system implementation and operation.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of the theoretical developments and technological breakthroughs that have deepened our
understanding of environmental pollution and human health, while also promoting a comprehensive strategy to address these problems. The
respective chapters highlight groundbreaking concepts fueling the development of environmental chemistry and toxicology; revolutionary
analytical and computational approaches providing novel insights into environmental health; and nature-inspired, innovative engineering
solutions for tackling complex hazardous exposures. The book also features a forward-looking perspective on emerging environmental issues
that call for new research and regulatory paradigms, laying the groundwork for future advances in the broad field of environmental chemistry
and toxicology. Written by respected authorities in the field, A New Paradigm for Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology - From Concepts
to Insights will offer an invaluable reference guide for concerned researchers and professional practitioners for years to come.
The aim of Biodental Engineering is to solidify knowledge of bioengineering applied to dentistry. Dentistry is a branch of medicine with its own
peculiarities and very diverse areas of action, and in recent years multiple new techniques and technologies have been introduced.This book
is a collection of keynote lectures and full papers from Bio
The first book on Prognostics and Health Management of Electronics Recently, the field of prognostics for electronic products has received
increased attention due to the potential to provide early warning of system failures, forecast maintenance as needed, and reduce life cycle
costs. In response to the subject's growing interest among industry, government, and academic professionals, this book provides a road map
to the current challenges and opportunities for research and development in Prognostics and Health Management (PHM). The book begins
with a review of PHM and the techniques being developed to enable a prognostics approach for electronic products and systems. building on
this foundation, the book then presents the state of the art in sensor systems for in-situ health and usage monitoring. Next, it discusses the
various models and algorithms that can be utilized in PHM. Finally, it concludes with a discussion of the opportunities in future research.
Readers can use the information in this book to: Detect and isolate faults Reduce the occurrence of No Fault Found (NFF) Provide advanced
warning of system failures Enable condition-based (predictive) maintenance Obtain knowledge of load history for future design, qualification,
and root cause analysis Increase system availability through an extension of maintenance cycles and/or timely repair actions Subtract life
cycle costs of equipment from reduction in inspection costs, down time, and inventory Prognostics and Health Management of Electronics is
an indispensable reference for electrical engineers in manufacturing, systems maintenance, and management, as well as design engineers in
all areas of electronics.
Chemigation, insect and weed control; Of drip/trickle irrigation: nursery and landscaping; comparison to other irrigation methods; systems and
equipament; irrigation with saline water; root system development under; soil and infiltration factors; scheduling and water management;
uniformity; subsurface.
Business industries depend on advanced models and tools that provide an optimal and objective decision-making process, ultimately
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guaranteeing improved competitiveness, reducing risk, and eliminating uncertainty. Thanks in part to the digital era of the modern world,
reducing these conditions has become much more manageable. Advanced Models and Tools for Effective Decision Making Under
Uncertainty and Risk Contexts provides research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of effective decision making based not only
on mathematical techniques, but also on those technological tools that are available nowadays in the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Featuring
coverage on a broad range of topics such as industrial informatics, knowledge management, and production planning, this book is ideally
designed for decision makers, researchers, engineers, academicians, and students.
Major changes in gas turbine design, especially in the design and complexity of engine control systems, have led to the need for an up to
date, systems-oriented treatment of gas turbine propulsion. Pulling together all of the systems and subsystems associated with gas turbine
engines in aircraft and marine applications, Gas Turbine Propulsion Systems discusses the latest developments in the field. Chapters include
aircraft engine systems functional overview, marine propulsion systems, fuel control and power management systems, engine lubrication and
scavenging systems, nacelle and ancillary systems, engine certification, unique engine systems and future developments in gas turbine
propulsion systems. The authors also present examples of specific engines and applications. Written from a wholly practical perspective by
two authors with long careers in the gas turbine & fuel systems industries, Gas Turbine Propulsion Systems provides an excellent resource
for project and program managers in the gas turbine engine community, the aircraft OEM community, and tier 1 equipment suppliers in
Europe and the United States. It also offers a useful reference for students and researchers in aerospace engineering.
Recurrent pipeline failures continue to be a source of safety and economic risk related to processing, transporting, and distributing natural
gas. Studies have shown the lack of comprehensive, integrated, and accessible risk-informed integrity management models and tools for
pipeline operators is a major contributor. To address this gap, this research presents a system-level Prognosis and Health Monitoring (PHM)
modeling framework for gas pipeline system integrity management to prevent or reduce the likelihood of failures. The proposed PHM
approach takes into consideration all possible failure modes of the pipeline under study. It leverages the advancement of sensor technology
to stream field data in real-time to perform a dynamic system-level failure analysis based on Hybrid Causal Logic (HCL) including a Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN) corrosion model, to provide cost-effective and optimal mitigation actions such as sensor placement and
maintenance schedule optimizations. The developed models are implemented in a software platform where the pipeline operators can
observe the real-time and projected health state of the pipeline and the set of suggested actions to enhance the structural integrity of the
pipeline system. The platform includes three main modules: Real-Time Health Monitoring, System-Level Reliability, and Optimal Mitigation
Actions. From a safety perspective, the proposed PHM can prevent pipeline failures or reduces their likelihood by supporting pipeline
operators in optimal decision-making and planning activities. To demonstrate potential benefits and performance of the proposed framework
and software implementation, it is applied in a case study involving a corroding gas transmission pipeline.

This proceedings volume of a workshop on parallel database systems organized by the PRISMA (Parallel Inference and Storage
Machine) project gives a thorough survey and an in-depth overview of the PRISMA system.
Data-Driven Cognitive Manufacturing - Applications in Predictive Maintenance and Zero Defect ManufacturingFrontiers Media
SASystem-Level Prognosis and Health Monitoring Modeling Framework and Software Implementation for Gas Pipeline System
Integrity Management
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Vibration-based Condition Monitoring Stay up to date on the newest developments in machine condition monitoring with this brandnew resource from an industry leader The newly revised Second Edition of Vibration-based Condition Monitoring: Industrial,
Automotive and Aerospace Applications delivers a thorough update to the most complete discussion of the field of machine
condition monitoring. The distinguished author offers readers new sections on diagnostics of variable speed machines, including
wind turbines, as well as new material on the application of cepstrum analysis to the separation of forcing functions, structural
model properties, and the simulation of machines and faults. The book provides improved methods of order tracking based on
phase demodulation of reference signals and new methods of determining instantaneous machine speed from the vibration
response signal. Readers will also benefit from an insightful discussion of new methods of calculating the Teager Kaiser Energy
Operator (TKEO) using Hilbert transform methods in the frequency domain. With a renewed emphasis on the newly realized
possibility of making virtual instruments, readers of Vibration-based Condition Monitoring will benefit from the wide variety of new
and updated topics, like: A comprehensive introduction to machine condition monitoring, including maintenance strategies,
condition monitoring methods, and an explanation of the basic problem of condition monitoring An exploration of vibration signals
from rotating and reciprocating machines, including signal classification and torsional vibrations An examination of basic and newly
developed signal processing techniques, including statistical measures, Fourier analysis, Hilbert transform and demodulation, and
digital filtering, pointing out the considerable advantages of non-causal processing, since causal processing gives no benefit for
condition monitoring A discussion of fault detection, diagnosis and prognosis in rotating and reciprocating machines, in particular
new methods using fault simulation, since “big data” cannot provide sufficient data for late-stage fault development Perfect for
machine manufacturers who want to include a machine monitoring service with their product, Vibration-based Condition
Monitoring: Industrial, Automotive and Aerospace Applications will also earn a place in university and research institute libraries
where there is an interest in machine condition monitoring and diagnostics.
Advanced analytics on your Big Data with latest Apache Spark 2.x About This Book An advanced guide with a combination of
instructions and practical examples to extend the most up-to date Spark functionalities. Extend your data processing capabilities to
process huge chunk of data in minimum time using advanced concepts in Spark. Master the art of real-time processing with the
help of Apache Spark 2.x Who This Book Is For If you are a developer with some experience with Spark and want to strengthen
your knowledge of how to get around in the world of Spark, then this book is ideal for you. Basic knowledge of Linux, Hadoop and
Spark is assumed. Reasonable knowledge of Scala is expected. What You Will Learn Examine Advanced Machine Learning and
DeepLearning with MLlib, SparkML, SystemML, H2O and DeepLearning4J Study highly optimised unified batch and real-time data
processing using SparkSQL and Structured Streaming Evaluate large-scale Graph Processing and Analysis using GraphX and
GraphFrames Apply Apache Spark in Elastic deployments using Jupyter and Zeppelin Notebooks, Docker, Kubernetes and the
IBM Cloud Understand internal details of cost based optimizers used in Catalyst, SystemML and GraphFrames Learn how specific
parameter settings affect overall performance of an Apache Spark cluster Leverage Scala, R and python for your data science
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projects In Detail Apache Spark is an in-memory cluster-based parallel processing system that provides a wide range of
functionalities such as graph processing, machine learning, stream processing, and SQL. This book aims to take your knowledge
of Spark to the next level by teaching you how to expand Spark's functionality and implement your data flows and machine/deep
learning programs on top of the platform. The book commences with an overview of the Spark ecosystem. It will introduce you to
Project Tungsten and Catalyst, two of the major advancements of Apache Spark 2.x. You will understand how memory
management and binary processing, cache-aware computation, and code generation are used to speed things up dramatically.
The book extends to show how to incorporate H20, SystemML, and Deeplearning4j for machine learning, and Jupyter Notebooks
and Kubernetes/Docker for cloud-based Spark. During the course of the book, you will learn about the latest enhancements to
Apache Spark 2.x, such as interactive querying of live data and unifying DataFrames and Datasets. You will also learn about the
updates on the APIs and how DataFrames and Datasets affect SQL, machine learning, graph processing, and streaming. You will
learn to use Spark as a big data operating system, understand how to implement advanced analytics on the new APIs, and
explore how easy it is to use Spark in day-to-day tasks. Style and approach This book is an extensive guide to Apache Spark
modules and tools and shows how Spark's functionality can be extended for real-time processing and storage with worked
examples.

The two-volume set IFIP AICT 535 and 536 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International IFIP WG 5.7
Conference on Advances in Production Management Systems, APMS 2018, held in Seoul, South Korea, in August 2018.
The 129 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 149 submissions. They are organized
in the following topical sections: lean and green manufacturing; operations management in engineer-to-order
manufacturing; product-service systems, customer-driven innovation and value co-creation; collaborative networks; smart
production for mass customization; global supply chain management; knowledge based production planning and control;
knowledge based engineering; intelligent diagnostics and maintenance solutions for smart manufacturing; service
engineering based on smart manufacturing capabilities; smart city interoperability and cross-platform implementation;
manufacturing performance management in smart factories; industry 4.0 - digital twin; industry 4.0 - smart factory; and
industry 4.0 - collaborative cyber-physical production and human systems.
This book provides readers with an overview of recent theories and methods for studying complex mechanical systems
used in energy production, such as wind turbines, but not limited to them. The emphasis is put on strategies for
increasing energy efficiency, and on recent industrial applications. Topics cover dynamics and vibration, vibroacoustics,
engineering design, modelling and simulation, fault diagnostics, signal processing and prognostics. The book is based on
peer-review contributions and invited talks presented at the first International Workshop on MOdelling and Simulation of
COmplex Systems for Sustainable Energy Efficiency, MOSCOSSEE 2021, held online on February 25-26, 2021, and
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organized by the LAboratory of Mechanics, Modelling and Production (LA2MP) from University of Sfax, Tunisia and the
Department of Mechanical and Aeronautical engineering, Centre of Asset Integrity Management (C-AIM) from University
of Pretoria, South Africa. By offering authoritative information on innovative methods and tools for application in
renewable energy production, it provides a valuable resource to both academics and professionals, and a bridge to
facilitate communication between the two groups.
This volume chronicles the 16th Annual Conference on System Engineering Research (CSER) held on May 8-9, 2018 at
the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA. The CSER offers researchers in academia, industry, and
government a common forum to present, discuss, and influence systems engineering research. It provides access to
forward?looking research from across the globe, by renowned academicians as well as perspectives from senior industry
and government representatives. Co?founded by the University of Southern California and Stevens Institute of
Technology in 2003, CSER has become the preeminent event for researchers in systems engineering across the globe.
Topics include though are not limited to the following: Systems in context: · Formative methods: requirements ·
Integration, deployment, assurance · Human Factors · Safety and Security Decisions/ Control & Design; Systems
Modeling: · Optimization, Multiple Objectives, Synthesis · Risk and resiliency · Collaborative autonomy · Coordination and
distributed decision-making Prediction: · Prescriptive modeling; state estimation · Stochastic approximation, stochastic
optimization and control Integrative Data engineering: · Sensor Management · Design of Experiments
Data mining continues to be an emerging interdisciplinary field that offers the ability to extract information from an
existing data set and translate that knowledge for end-users into an understandable way. Data Mining: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive collection of research on the latest advancements and
developments of data mining and how it fits into the current technological world.
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